
SENATE No. 297
By Mr. Wall, petition of Joseph K. Collins for legislation to extend the power

of the Superior Court to revoke or revise sentences. The Judiciary.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Two.

An Act to extend the power of the superior court to revoke
OR REVISE SENTENCES.

1 Section 1. Chapter two hundred and seventy-eight of the
2 General Laws is hereby amended by striking out the comma
3 after the words “as the court shall order” in the first sentence
4 of section twenty-nine as most recently amended by acts of
5 nineteen hundred and fifty-seven, chapter three hundred and
6 two and inserting a period in place thereof, and by striking
7 out the following words in the first sentence, “and said court
8 may within sixty days after a sentence is imposed, if it ap-
-9 pears to the court that justice has not been or cannot be done,

10 and upon such terms or conditions as the court shall order,
11 revise or revoke a sentence imposed without trial after a plea
12 of guilty or nolo contendere, and in the event of revocation
13 permit the withdrawal of the plea upon which the sentence
14 was imposed,” so that section twenty-nine shall read as
15 follows:
18 Section 29. The superior court may, at the sitting in which
17 a complaint or indictment is tried, or within one year there-
-18 after, upon motion in writing of the defendant, grant a new
19 trial for any cause for which by law a new trial may be
20 granted, or if it appears to the court that justice has not been
21 or cannot be done, and upon such terms or conditions as the
22 court shall order. Said court may grant a new trial at any
23 time after said year, if it finds that the certification required
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24 to be made of the transcript of the evidence in a case tried
25 under sections thirty-three A to thirty-three G, inclusive, can-
-26 not be had within two years after such case is tried and that
27 the defendant or his counsel has seasonably performed all acts
28 necessary under said sections toward the perfection of his
29 appeal.

1 Section 2. Chapter two hundred and seventy-eight of the
2 General Laws is hereby further amended by inserting after
3 section twenty-nine A the following section twenty-nine B: —w
4 Section 298. If it appears to the superior court that justice
5 has not been done or cannot be done, it may within sixty days
6 after a sentence has been imposed, upon such terms and con-
-7 ditions as it shall order revise or revoke any sentence im-
-8 posed: if such sentence was imposed without trial after a plea
9 of guilty or nolo contendere the court may in the event of

10 such revocation permit the withdrawal of the plea upon
11 which the sentence was imposed.
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